Quick Start to Realize the Strategic Value of Microsoft Cloud BI

As mobile, social media, and data growth continue to fundamentally alter how companies operate, business leaders are shifting to support a more agile approach in order to react more swiftly to constantly changing business scenarios. In an effort to achieve optimal performance while reducing costs, many organizations are looking to the cloud. GNet Group offers Cloud Services that leverage the Microsoft Azure platform and aim to positively transform your datacenter, unlock insights into your data, and focus on people-centric experiences.

According to Gartner, 80% of businesses will use cloud by the end of 2014. Are you one of these businesses? If not, now is a good time to start considering your options.

BUSINESS AGILITY
With minimal effort, we can set up your BI cloud solution in a matter of 2-3 weeks, significantly reducing costs and increasing efficiency. We work with you on your cloud roadmap in order to best meet your business needs.

OPTIMIZE PRODUCTIVITY
Extend and scale your BI infrastructure with simple set-ups and minimal maintenance using GNet Group Cloud Services. We can assist in moving workloads to the cloud that will result in increased organizational productivity and help IT to get back to focusing on strategic business initiatives.

SAVE MONEY
Reduce effort, time, and complexity by using GNet Group Cloud Services. By hosting your BI solution in the cloud, you can maintain easy access to your information with minimal upfront costs and pay-as-you-go based on demand fluctuations.

PEOPLE-CENTRIC EXPERIENCES
Deliver a seamless BI experience across all devices in your organization. Enable higher end-user adoption with exceptional user experiences, compelling visualizations and familiar tools, giving you the competitive edge you desire.
The Cloud BI Quick Start Program

For a limited time we are offering the Cloud BI Quick Start Program, based on the Microsoft platform, to help you jump start your first cloud BI solution. For $15,000 you will get your first cloud BI solution* in 2 to 3 weeks that includes the following services and support:

- Build a proof-of-concept BI solution hosted in Azure using SQL Server 2012, SharePoint 2013 and Office 2013
- Set up a two-server SharePoint BI farm in Azure
- Mentor your team on the cloud solution and roadmap cloud strategy

POC BI Solution will contain:

- Introductory offer - free access to GNet Group’s BI portal framework
- 2 data sources
- 1 transaction table
- 8 to 10 dimensions
- 2-3 compelling dashboards across all devices

To learn more and participate, please contact sales@gnetgroup.com.

*Azure subscription or trial is required. For additional pre-requisites and restrictions, please contact us.
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